A ortic stenosis (AS) is the most prevalent valvular heart disease in adults of advanced age and, if untreated, is associated with a high mortality when symptoms occur. 1, 2 According to current guidelines, the diagnosis of severe AS is based on echocardiographic measures of mean pressure gradient (MPG) and aortic valve effective orifice area (AVA). 3, 4 Class I indications for valve replacement are severe, symptomatic AS or severe AS with reduced left ventricular ejection fraction.
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an advancement of AVA measurement because it adjusts the AVA for the hemodynamic effect of flow expansion by taking into account the diameter of the sinotubular junction (STJ). In vitro and in vivo catheter-based measurements of AS severity showed a better correlation with ELI than with AVA. 10 In addition, ELI has shown independent and additional prognostic information to that derived from conventional echocardiographic measures of AS severity 11 and is therefore regarded as the most accurate measurement of AS in terms of flow in the current echocardiographic guidelines. 12 However, AS also causes abnormal blood flow patterns in the AAo, which have been shown to significantly influence left ventricular remodeling. 13 Those aortic flow patterns and differences in valve morphology are not factored in when computing the ELI. Furthermore, a limited acoustic window or an eccentric jet can hamper a parallel alignment of the echo beam with the flow jet, which in turn compromises the accuracy of ELI and classical measures of AS severity.
Phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [14] [15] [16] allows to acquire time-resolved velocities and directions of blood flow within the entire aortic arch (4D flow MRI). [14] [15] [16] Four-dimensional flow MRI also enables direct investigation of the mechanisms responsible for energy dissipation. 17, 18 In particular, the assessment of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)-the energy stored in turbulent flow-enables gauging energy losses caused by AS 19 because TKE is largely dissipated into heat. TKE can be quantified operator independently and reproducibly by 4D flow MRI, and it has been shown that TKE correlates with irreversible pressure loss as evidenced in a pilot study. 20 Ha et al 21 recently validated MRI-based TKE measurements against particle tracing velocimetry in vitro. In vivo, however, the same study observed inconsistencies between MRI-based TKE and echocardiographic transvalvular pressure gradient measurements in a case series of 7 patients with various valvular diseases and 1 healthy control. Accordingly, the clinical value of TKE for the assessment of AS and its relation to echocardiographic MPG and ELI is yet unknown.
In this study, we investigated whether TKE derived from 4D flow MRI correlates with echocardiographic measures for the determination of AS severity or provides independent and complementary information.
Methods

Study Design
Between September 2012 and November 2014, 55 patients with AS (67±15 years, 20 female), referred to the local echocardiography laboratory, and 10 healthy, age-matched controls (69±5 years; 5 female) were prospectively enrolled. Exclusion criteria were an ejection fraction <50%, significant disease of any other valve, severe aortic regurgitation, and the standard exclusion criteria for MRI. 22 The study was approved by institutional and local ethics committees. Written informed consent was obtained from all study subjects before examination. All subjects underwent a 4D flow MRI examination in addition to a routine cardiac MRI protocol for the assessment of cardiac function and aortic geometry. Furthermore, all AS patients had a routine echocardiography examination performed. Median time difference between the examinations was 14 days (25th and 75th percentiles: 2 and 30 days, respectively).
MRI Data Acquisition
All MRI data were acquired on a clinical 3 T scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands). To obtain 4D flow MRI data for the calculation of TKE maps, a spoiled gradient echo sequence with 10 different velocity encodings (3 per spatial direction plus 1 reference encoding) was used. This multipoint velocity encoding strategy (multipoint 4D flow MRI) was combined with Bayesian data processing, 23, 24 improving the dynamic range of previous single velocity encoding approaches. 20, 21 For each direction, the velocity encoding values were set to 450, 150, and 50 cm/s for patients and 200, 67, and 40 cm/s for the control group. Prospective cardiac triggering and respiratory navigator-based gating allowed for acquisition during freebreathing with an isotropic spatial resolution of 2.5×2.5×2.5 mm 3 and a heart rate-dependent temporal resolution of 22 to 44 ms. The field of view (238-440×240-300×47.5-80 mm 3 ) was adjusted for each subject to cover the aortic root and the aortic arch. The acquisition was accelerated using 8-fold k-t PCA 25 with a net acceleration factor of 7.1, resulting in a total scan time of 17.2±4.7 minutes depending on navigator efficiency. With this setup, an average signal-to-noise ratio of 20 in the AAo was obtained. Additional details can be found in the Data Supplement.
MRI Data Processing and TKE Calculation
Multipoint 4D flow MRI data were reconstructed using a custommade software implemented in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Data were corrected for concomitant gradient field effects. Background phase errors were compensated by fitting a plane to the phase of static tissue. [26] [27] [28] [29] Subsequently, Bayesian processing was performed to simultaneously calculate mean velocities and intensities of velocity fluctuations per image voxel along each velocity encoding direction and for each time point in the cardiac cycle. Voxelwise TKE values were then computed according to 17 :
where σ i 2 is the variance of the velocity fluctuations for direction i, and ρ is the blood density, assumed to be 1060 kg/m 3 .
MRI Data Analysis
Data analysis was performed by 2 blinded readers (C.B., A.G.) with 5 and 6 years of experience in MRI. For the TKE analysis, the thoracic aorta was segmented semiautomatically to obtain the investigation domain, which included the AAo, aortic arch, and descending aorta up to the level of the right pulmonary artery. TKE was integrated over the entire investigation volume for each time frame. For analysis, the values for peak systole (peak TKE) and values integrated over systole (total TKE sys ) are reported.
To normalize TKE with respect to the hemodynamic work of the heart per beat, total TKE sys was related to the stroke volume (SV):
This value refers to the amount of dissipated TKE per milliliter stroke volume and represents an indicator for the efficiency of the heart. To display the flow fields, pathline visualization was performed with GTFlow (GyroTools LLC, Zurich, Switzerland). The pathlines were emitted from 4 planes spaced evenly along the AAo during the first 200 ms of systole. The velocity field was masked to illustrate the volume of interest for the TKE calculations. More detailed information on MRI data analysis and reproducibility is given in the Data Supplement.
Echocardiographic Measurements
To obtain the left ventricular outflow tract and transaortic flow velocity profiles, pulsed wave Doppler for the left ventricular outflow tract and continuous wave Doppler data for transaortic flow were recorded. Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Aortic Stenosis MPG was calculated using the modified Bernoulli equation as recommended in current guidelines. 12 For determination of ELI, AVA was calculated by the continuity equation. In addition, the diameter of the AAo at the level of the STJ was measured inner edge-to-inner edge as the only parameter reflecting the AAo geometry. The cross-sectional area (AA) of the STJ was derived from the aortic diameter. With this data, the ELI, indexed to body surface area, was computed according to Garcia 
Statistical Analysis
Continuous and categorical data are expressed as mean±SD or as a percentage, respectively. Continuous data were evaluated with 
Results
Patient Characteristics
Data acquisition and evaluation was successful in 51 of the 55 enrolled patients (93%) and in all 10 controls. One scan had to be aborted because of patient discomfort/claustrophobia, 2 examinations could not be evaluated because of breathing artifacts or lack of compliance, and 1 examination was excluded because of incomplete coverage of the aortic arch. Thirty-one male (61%) and 20 female patients with a mean age of 67±15 years were finally included in the analysis. According to echocardiographic measures, 27 patients had severe AS (MPG ≥40 mm Hg), and 24 patients had mild/moderate AS (MPG <40 mm Hg). Dilatation of the AAo, defined as AAo diameter ≥4.0 cm as determined by echocardiography, was found in 15 patients, and 11 patients exhibited bicuspid aortic valve morphology. All healthy controls exhibited normal aortic diameter and tricuspid valve morphology. In 48 of the final 51 patients, ELI could be determined, 3 data sets had to be excluded from the ELI analysis because of insufficient or unavailable data. The total sex distribution of the patients without subgroups (60.7% male) did not significantly differ (P=0.16) from the control group (50% male). Furthermore, there was no significant difference in MPG, peak TKE, or normalized TKE sys between male and female controls (P=0.32, 0.77, or 0.68, respectively). Table 1 provides an overview of the baseline characteristics of patients and healthy controls.
Comparison of MRI-Based TKE Between AS Patients and Controls
Peak TKE, total TKE sys , and normalized TKE sys were evaluated in all study subjects. The reference values, measured in healthy controls, were peak TKE 4.8±1.0 mJ, total TKE sys 20.6±4.1 mJ, and normalized TKE sys 0.32±0.07 mJ/mL. All 3 parameters were found to be highly significantly elevated in patients with AS (peak TKE, 25±10 mJ, P<0.001; total TKE sys , 90±37 mJ, P<0.001; and normalized TKE sys 1.23±0.57 mJ/mL, P<0.001). However, between the patient groups with echocardiographic severe and mild/moderate AS, no significant difference of peak TKE and total TKE sys was found, and only normalized TKE sys was significantly higher in patients with MPG ≥40 mm Hg when compared with those <40 mm Hg (severe AS: normalized TKE sys 1.34±0.53 mJ/mL versus mild/moderate AS: 1.1±0.6 mJ/mL; P=0.02). Table 2 lists the results of the TKE-based parameters of the different groups.
Correlation of MRI-Based TKE With Echocardiographic MPG and ELI
The relations between MPG and peak TKE and MPG and normalized TKE sys are illustrated in Figure 1 . A significant but weak correlation between TKE and MPG was found in the entire study population (peak TKE examination based on MPG (19 of 51 patients, yellow fields in Figure 1B ). In the majority of cases (31%, 16 of 51 patients), 4D flow MRI revealed only moderate elevation of TKE, whereas echocardiography showed severe elevation of MPG.
To investigate potential causes for the weak correlation between MPG or ELI on the one hand and TKE on the other hand, the flow patterns and TKE distributions within the aortae were visualized. Figure 2 displays the flow patterns and TKE distributions of 3 selected patients. All patients had tricuspid valves, and the AAo of patient A was dilated (4.7 cm diameter). In Figure 2A and 2B, data of patients with comparable MPG transitioning to severe AS are shown. Patient A had an MPG of 35 mm Hg, peak TKE of 53 mJ, and a normalized TKE sys of 3.3 mJ/mL, whereas patient B had an MPG of 40 mm Hg, peak TKE of 16 mJ, and a normalized TKE sys of 0.8 mJ/mL. It is noted that TKE occurs in a large portion of the aortic arch in patient A, whereas in patient B, elevated TKE is limited to a small region distal to the aortic valve. Figure 2C depicts data of a patient with echocardiographic very severe AS (MPG of 74 mm Hg) but only moderately elevated TKE. Here, again high TKE values are confined to the region of the flow jet. Of note, patient C was asymptomatic and reported excellent physical fitness. Videos of the flow patterns of the 3 patients are available in the Data Supplement. In patient C, the poststenotic accelerated flow continues unhindered to the descending aorta, whereas in patient A, the flow jet dissolves into pronounced flow disturbances in the AAo.
Influence of Valve Morphology and AAo Diameter
The group of patients with dilated AAo showed significantly lower MPG values (P=0.03) compared with patients with normal AAos. The echocardiographic determination of the ELI, which accounts for AVA and the aortic diameter at the STJ, exhibited no significant difference between patients with dilated and normal AAo (P=0.06). In contrast, 4D flow MRI documented increased energy loss in this patient cohort with significantly elevated peak TKE but nonsignificantly elevated normalized TKE sys values (P=0.002 and P=0.19 for peak TKE and normalized TKE sys , respectively) compared with the normal aorta group (Figure 3) .
Patients with bicuspid aortic valves had MPG (P=0.90) and ELI (P=0.61) values similar to those observed in patients with tricuspid aortic valves. However, peak TKE and normalized TKE sys were found to be significantly higher in patients with a bicuspid aortic valve (P=0.0002 and P=0.003, respectively). No significant interaction of bicuspidity and aortic dilatation was seen for the TKE parameters. A graphical comparison between the groups can be found in Figure 4 . An overview of all results is given in Table 3 .
Discussion
This work has evaluated TKE derived from multipoint 4D flow MRI as a measure to gauge energy loss in patients with AS. The correlation of TKE metrics with established echocardiography-based measures of AS severity was investigated. Furthermore, we studied the factors that may account for discrepancies between TKE and echocardiographic parameters. . A significant but weak correlation is found for the entire study population, including both patients and controls. Within the patient group MPG and TKE are not correlated. On the right, a possible stratification scheme is outlined: in the green and red sector, MPG and normalized TKE sys are in agreement and patients can be classified accordingly; in the yellow sectors, the discrepancy between energy loss and MPG implies that considering solely the MPG might result in a misleading classification. The limit for normalized TKE sys was chosen as the average over the healthy controls plus 1.64 SD of the study population, representing the upper 95% quantile. Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Aortic Stenosis TKE was found to be significantly higher in patients with AS when compared with healthy, age-matched controls. However, no significant or only weak correlations between MRI-based TKE and echocardiographic parameters were detected. The poor interdependence between TKE metrics and MPG or ELI in AS patients implies that TKE captures other AS characteristics than echocardiography. Indeed, peak TKE and normalized TKE sys were found to be significantly influenced by aortic and valvular morphology.
In the study population with dilated AAo, TKE was significantly increased, whereas MPG was significantly lower. A theoretical approach to explain this observation is given by the Borda-Carnot equation 30 which is used in fluid dynamics to describe energy losses of a fluid caused by sudden flow expansion as seen in AS. The increased energy loss is related to a higher degree of turbulent flow mixing at the borders of the jet, thereby resulting in higher TKE levels. This hypothesis is supported by the previous experimental observation of Figure 2 . Pathlines (upper) and turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) maps (lower) for 3 exemplary patients. In A and B, patients A (male, 59 y) and B (female, 79 y) showed similar mean pressure gradient (MPG) but contrasting TKE values, whereas in C, patient C (female, 69 y.) exhibited a high MPG with a comparably low TKE. In patient A, a large inlet of the brachiocephalic artery leads to increased TKE values at the site of flow separation. In contrast to patients B and C, patient A exhibited elevated TKE production throughout the aorta because of high velocity gradients. All patients had tricuspid valves, and the ascending aorta of patient A was dilated. The pathlines are restricted to the investigation domain, which is further illustrated by the red line. Videos for all 3 patients can be found in the Data Supplement. (ELI; B) , and peak turbulent kinetic energy (TKE; C) in patients with normal and dilated ascending aorta (AAo). The green and red dots represent the data points attributed to subjects with tricuspid and bicuspid aortic valves, respectively. Mean values are displayed as dashed horizontal lines. The MPG is significantly lower in the population with dilated AAo. If, however, the varying pressure recovery because of different AAo diameters is factored in by determining ELI, no significant difference can be observed. TKE values indicate a significantly higher energy loss in patients with dilated aorta. Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Aortic Stenosis an increased amount of vortices in patients with aortic dilatation, 31 which may translate into higher TKE with the elevated flow velocities accompanying AS. To account for the diameter of the AAo in the echocardiographic assessment, we computed the ELI for our study population as proposed by Garcia et al. 9 Although MPG was lower in the group with dilated AAo, ELI showed no significant difference in predicted energy loss between patients with dilated and normal AAo.
Furthermore, we found that TKE is elevated in patients with bicuspid aortic valves. Using fluid dynamics, a previous study revealed that the degree of pressure recovery depends on the angle of the jet relative to the axis of the vessel. 32 As bicuspid valves often cause a more pronounced flow eccentricity and more deflected jet angles, higher energy losses can be expected when compared with flow downstream of tricuspid valves. Although patients with bicuspid valves often have a dilated aorta, no significant interaction of TKE values for valve morphology and AAo diameter could be found in our study population. Interestingly, a recent study by Schnell et al 33 revealed that relatives of patients with bicuspid valves exhibit altered aortic shape and increased vortical flow pattern in the absence of valvular disease or aortic dilatation. This finding implies that also non-valve-related effects of aortic shape with impact on aortic flow patterns may influence TKE in bicuspid patients.
The visualization of TKE in the aortic arch of individual patients confirms that energy losses do not only occur directly distal to the stenotic valve. Depending on the interaction of valvular anatomy, aortic geometry, and luminal flow, patientspecific patterns of energy loss can be observed. In contrast, the echocardiographic MPG assesses AS severity only by measuring the jet velocity at the vena contracta. Likewise an extended echocardiographic evaluation by factoring in the aortic diameter at the STJ like the ELI is limited because it does not account for varying jet characteristics or aortic dilatation distal to the STJ.
Elevated levels of TKE in AS patients and a good correlation between calculated irreversible pressure loss and TKE have previously been shown in a pilot study by Dyverfeldt et al 20 that included 14 AS patients and 4 healthy controls. However, this study did not investigate correlation between TKE and standard echocardiographic parameters and influencing factors of TKE.
In our study cohort of AS patients, the comparison between MRI and echocardiography demonstrated that two thirds of the population were congruently classified with either mildly or moderately elevated MPG (<40 mm Hg) and TKE or severe elevation of both parameters. The remaining third of the AS patients exhibited a discrepancy between the MPG and the energy loss, while in most cases, TKE under-rated AS severity compared with MPG. The ability of 4D flow MRI to capture patient-specific flow patterns might contribute to the discrepancies and to the lack of correlation with echocardiography. Therefore, TKE might provide complementary information to the echocardiographic examination of AS, helping to distinguish within the heterogeneous population of patients with moderate to severe AS. In particular in patients with discrepant echocardiographic findings on MPG and AVA, in patients who do not qualify for exercise testing to reveal exercise-induced symptoms, or in patients who have confounding diseases so Ultimately, a longitudinal trial to investigate the predictive value of TKE for symptom-free survival will be needed to determine the future role of TKE in risk reclassification and therapeutic decision-making for patients with AS.
Study Limitations
TKE measurements using phase-contrast MRI are inherently sensitive to the selection of the encoding velocity. This was mitigated by using a multipoint approach with 3 different encoding velocities per direction, extending the dynamic range of the TKE assessment. Viscous losses not related to turbulence also contribute to the total energy loss but have not been evaluated in this study. However, previous studies 19 showed that losses because of TKE exceeded nonturbulent viscous losses by a factor of 4 to 5 for moderate to severe stenosis, and currently used spatial resolutions are not sufficient for accurate viscous loss estimation.
Because of the limited spatial resolution of 4D flow MRI data, velocity gradients at the vessel wall were excluded in the analysis because they would result in erroneous TKE parameters because of partial volume effects. To this end, care was taken during the semiautomatic vessel segmentation steps not to include the vessel wall. However, inclusion of partial volume voxels in the analysis cannot be entirely ruled out. In patients with eccentric jets, high TKE values are also found close to the wall, which in turn are excluded from the analysis. Their impact on the TKE parameters, however, should be negligible because they only constitute a minor fraction of the volume of interest.
In summary, TKE allows to quantify the influence of valve morphology and AAo geometry on the hemodynamic burden of AS. Elevated TKE levels, noninvasively quantified by 4D flow MRI, imply higher energy losses associated with bicuspid aortic valves and dilated AAo geometries that are not assessable by current echocardiographic measures.
